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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Research Triangle Institute (RTI), under contract to the U.S.

Office of Education (contract number OEC-0-73-7052), conducted a national

studi --of the Upward Bound (UB) and Educational Talent Search (ETS) pro-
1/

grams. The results of this RTI study are presented in a four-volume

report entitled, A Study of the National Upward Bound and Talent Search

1/2342122.2.
2/

This volume, Volume I of the four-volume RTI report, reports-

the review of related literature that was conducted during the design phase

of the study (July 1973 to January 1974). Its purpose was to provide input

for the study design. The review reported herein, though it was published

in April 1976, was completed in January 1974 and was not updated to include

the literature published or otherwise available since that time.

The titles of the other three volumes are: Volume II, Estimates of

thdaarget Population for the Upward Bound and Talent Search Programs;

Volume III, Descriptive Study of the Talent Search Program; and Volume rv,

The last 8 or 10 years have seen a burgeoning of specialsupport pro-

grams, at the high school or college level, designed to help students who

are at an educational disadvantage to raise their levels of interest in and

capability for pursuing higher education. This has been largely a response

to federal and foundation.support made available for the purpose of equalizing

access for prospective students who, by reason of poor response to traditional

learning situations or discrimination rising from their poverty origin or

1/
The terms "Talent Search" and "Educational Talent Search" are used

synonymously in this report. The legislation, however, specifies that the
program be known as "Talent Search."

2/
A Stud of the National U ward Bound and Educational Talent Search

Programs. Final Report 22U-889, Four Volumes. Research Triangle Park,
N.C.: Research Triangle Institute, Center for Educational Research and
Evaluation, April 1976.
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minority group membership, have not appeared frequently in the main stream

of American higher education. Such foundation sponsored activities as

Project Opportunity, or the federally supported Educational Talent Search

(ETS) and Upward Bound (UB) programs are typical of these special efforts

to increase motivation and capability for continuing in higher education.

Given almost a decade of experience with such efforts, it seems appro-

priate to ask at this point three questions. First: Who are the disad-

vantaged? How are they defined, and what are the personal characteristics

and situational variables that may affect their educational progress through

high school and beyond?

Second, what is the nature of the college experience for "disadvantaged"

young people who appear in higher education institutions, and what does

this experience prescribe as potentially useful support programs?

Third, what has been the impact of ETS, UB, and similar programs?

Toward answering these questions, the research and evaluation literature

of the last 10 years was searched for relevant studies or opinion pieces.

The search included the ERIC files, with particular attention to any reports

therein concerning ETS or UB projects; the journals that might be expected

to carry evaluational studies; and the special collection.of papers assembled

by Educational Testing Service for the yet unpublished review of the relevant

literature on the disadvantaged in college, prepared as a part of the

evaluation of the Special Services program. The report that follows is a

summary of the findings judged most relevant to the three basic questions

above.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2

presents a definition and general description of the disadvantaged popula-

tion; Chapter 3 presents a review of the literature related to the nature

of the college experience of the disadvantaged student; Chapter 4 presenta'

a review of the literature related to the impact of Upward Bound, Talent

Search, and other similar programs on their target populations; and Chapter 5

presents a review of existing literature related to cost benefit analyses

of education and training.

7
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Chapter 2

Who Are The Disadvantaged?

I. GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND COMMENTS

The basic legislation and the program manual for ETS and bB defines

their target populations as students within the National Poverty Criterion

who have academic Potential but whose poverty background has caused either

academic, motivational, or informational deficiencies or gaps. While the

label "disadvantaged" has proved controversial and is admittedly vague,

and has at times been replaced by other terms, it appears to have remained

the most commonly used term to group students whose educational achievement

is far below national standards. A useful definition of the "disadvantaged"

for purposes of this report describes these students'as "... members of

groups 'which have been historically underrepresented in higher education and

which, as grOups, are clearly below national averages on economic and educa-

tional indices" (Kendrick and Thomas, 1970). While this definition skirts

the issue of why these groups are disadvantaged, it does provide a rather

useful and practical concept of the disadvantaged simply as educational

and economic "have-nots."

The task of pinpointing those groups which are on the lower end of

economic and educational scale is relatively simple. Because educational

attainment is highly related to occupational and economic attainment, a

group registering low on one scale will generally be at the same end of

the spectrum on the other. The most superficial search for disadvantaged

groups in American society cannot fail to miss the aggregation of racial

and ethnic minorities at the lower end of the econanic and educational

spectrum. While Havighurst has noted that "there is no single ethnic group

of any size that can be said to be disadvantaged educationally and economi-

cally as a whole group," he does go on to estimate that the bottom 15 to 20

percent of the population in income and educational achievement includes

about 20 million English-speaking Caucasians, 8 million Blacks, 2 million

Spanish-Americans, 700,000 Puerto Ricans, and 500,000 American Indians.

8
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PrOportionally, this means 11 percent of the English-speaking Caucasians,

40 percent of the Blacks, 33 percent of the Mexican Americans, 50 percent

of the Puerto Ricans, and 70 percent of the American Indians (Havighurst,

1970). Although the numerically largest portion of the economically and

educationally impoverished are White, Census reports on median education

and income figures of Whites vs. non-Whites reveals substantial advantages

for Whites as a subgroup. Since substantial proportions of ethnic subgroups-

fall under the label disadvantaged, research on support programs designed

specifically for individuals from minority and ethnic background are also

of central import for this review.

II. PRE-COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISADVANTAGED

Who are the disadvantaged, educationally speaking? The following section,

divided into six major areas (not mutually exclusive), provides a more detailed

look at the educationally related characteristics of the disadvantaged and

the factors, as described in recent literature, that may interfere with their

ultimate level of educational attainment. These six areas are as follOws:

a) Ability levels.

b) Performance in secondary school.

c) Persistence in secondary school.

d) Aspiration for college.

e) College-going trends.

0 Barriers to higher education for the disadvantaged.

Each topic will be discussed below.

A. Ability Levels

Although the use of standardized test scores for measuring academic

ability has been a controversial issue with respect to the poor and the

ethnic minorities, scholastic aptitude and other standardized cognitive

tests are positively related to scholastic success as measured by tradi-

tional grading systems, and appear, if biased when applied to Blacks, to

be biased in favor of rather than against this minority group. Davis and

Tempe (1971) found, for example, that for both Whites and Blacks in a number



of colleges, scores on the College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test were

equally predictive of grades, yet White students of a given SAT score level

appeared to outperform Blacks with similar scores. A more reasonable and

logical explan?tion of the purported "test bias" argument is probably that

conventional tests reflect the conventional curriculum and instructional

strategies, which have evolved with concern for the majority and with no

particular concern until recently with the minority. The system, rather

than the test reflecting that system, is biased.

Charges of test bias per se probably emanate fram the simple fact of

the relatively poor-performance of minority groups on conventional tests.

On virtually every test that purports to measure educational achievement

and aptitude, the mean test scores of minority groups are about one standard

deviation below the mean scores for the rest of the population (Crossland,

1971). Christopher Jencks has noted that the average 18-year-old Black has

mean standardized test scores comparable to those of 14- or 15-year-old

Whites (on both IQ and wzandardized tests) (Jtncks, 1972, p. 81). James

Coleman, in Equality of_Educational Opportunity, documents the relatively

poor test scores of minority groups (Coleman, 1966). Table 1 presents the

results for Puerto Rican, Native American, Mexican American, Oriental, Black,

and White (majority) twelfth graders.

Table 1

NATIONWIDE MEDIAN TEST SCORES FOR TWELFTH
GRADE PUPILS, FALL 1965

Racial or Ethnic Group
Puerto
Rican

Native Mexican
American American Oriental Black Majority

Average of
Five Tests 43.1 45.1 44.4 50.1 41.1 52.0

SOURCE: James S. Coleman, Equality of Educational Opportunity.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health,_Educatipn, and Welfare,
1966, p. 20.

10
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With the exception of Oriental Americans, the table clearly demon-

strates that the standardized test sccres of minority groups are far

lower, on the average, than those of the majority graup. Data compiled

on UB students by Applied Data Research, Inc., shows that although the

PSAT scores of UB participants are not dramatically different from those

of all persons taking the test, they are considerably lower than those of

the co/lege bound population (Applied Data Research, Inc., July 1970 and

August 1970). Thus, UB students do represent academic "risks" in that

their assessed ability level by traditional scholastic aptitude tests is

low as compared with most college bound students.

B. Performance in Secondary School

Unfortunately, there exists no adequate census of high school grade

point averages broken down by race and income. There are considerable

problems that itterfere with any attempt to obtain adequate nationwide

data on student performance in high school. The most fundamental problem

concerns variation in grading systems and how grades in two different

systems can be equated. A recent studY of grading practices in 1069 high

schools across the nation provided a distribution of types of grading systems

used among U.S. high schools. Of the schools surveyed, 68 percent used

only letter grades, 16 percent used a 0-100 percent system, A percent used

some other system such as pass-fail grading, and 3 percent provided the

study incomplete information on their grading system (Pinchak and Breland,

1973). The variety of systems used provides an obstacle to compiling national

averages.

A second and more important problem is created by the variation,

across high schools, in the grading standards used. Even among schools

using the same grading system, an A is not necessarily consistent in value.

The disadvantaged, by virtue of the fact that income and area of residence

are frequently related, may attend high schools with lower grading standards,

thus confounding any compaxison of their performance with that of other

students from other schools. A related problem in compiling nationwide data

on grades has been ability tracking in high schools which, in effect, may

have frequently separated the disadvantaged from other students, again making

less meaningful any comparison of grade point averages.

1 1
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However, the information presented in the preceding section on ability

levels nakes possible some inferences as to the high school performance of

this group. Given that scholastic aptitude and other standardized cognitive

tests reflect the ability of an individual to perform within the existing.

educational system and predict the future performance of a student within

that system, then one may infer that the disadvantaged are not performing

in high school at the rate of other students. Nevertheless for purposes of

this study the best available measure of high school performance of the dis-

advantaged is high school persistence rates. These will be discussed next.

C. Persistence in Secondary School

Although the high school graduation rates for minority group students

-have increased considerably in recent years, they stilllag behind the gradu-

ation rate of Whites (Kendraick and Thomas, 1970). Between 1963 and 1968, the

percentage of non-White 18-year-olds graduating fram high school increased

from 36 to 63 percent (CEEB, 1973). Thus, the graduation rate of non-Whites

in the mid to late 1960's lagged behind that of Whites by 12 to 14 percent.

Robert Berls estimates that one out of eight Blacks who reach the twelfth

grade will not graduate, whereas this is true for only one in 16 Whites

(Berls, undated).

Minority groups are still more likely than Whites to drop out of

high school even when family income is controlled--that is, when Whites and

non-White groups of similar income are compared. A study of students whose.

family income was less than $5,000 found that 51 percent of the White and

74 percent of the non-White students dropped out of high school (Cohen and

Yonkers, 1960). A study by Carter of Mexican Americans in Texas provided

data yielding estimates that 60 percent of Mexican Americans who enter

first grade will not graduate -from high school. The graduation rate for

Mexican Americans in California was estimated at 40 Percent (Carter, 1970).

Clift has noted that the high school attrition rate for American Indians is

twice the national average. He also estimated in 1969 that 2 percent of

the Puerto Ricans then attending high school would eventually graduate

(Clift, 1969). It is clear that high school graduation rates of the dis-

advantaged still lag behind those of minority students.

1 2
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Relatively high attrition rates for the disadvantaged appear to be

not only a function of academic ability but also of socioeconomic status.

Table 2 presents some Project Talent data analyzed by Berls (Berls, undated).

The numbers in the cells of Table 2 are the probabilities for dropping

out by SES and ability, and the numbers outside the cells represent dropout
_

probabilities for the total SES and ability grOups. As indicatedin the

table, the high school attrir4 aigh ability low-SES students is

four times as high as the r 1 students of the same abilif

levels. Thus, students whose .40.14tage is solely economic and not

academic, persist in markedly lower rates than other students in the same

ability levels who come from high SES families.

Table 2

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE TO COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL BY SES AND ABILITY

SES

Ability

(1)

High
(2) (3)

Low
(4)

High

Low

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1.4

2.0

3.2

5.6

2.0

4.4

5.7

10.8

6.5

8.6

11.9

15.2

13.5

17.4

21.6

28.3

4 SOURCE: Berls, Robert H. "Higher Education Opportunity and Achievement
in the U.S." In The economics and financing of higher_education in the
U.S.: A compendium of papers. Printed for the use of the Joint Economic
Committee, 91st Congress of the U.S., undated.

D. Aspirations for College

Between 1939 and 1959, the educational aspirations of all income

groups increased at a uniform rate, however, between 1960 and 1966 the

aspirations of the poor began to accelerate more rapidly (Froomkin, 1970).

1 3



Table 3 illustrates the trend in aspirations for higher education. The

numbers of students who aspire to enter college and who are in the lowest

income quarter appear to have doubled during the period 1959 to 1966. The

Equality of Educational Opportunity survey found that in the mid-1960's,

Blacks showed higher apparent educational aspirations than Whites at com-

parable economic levels (Coleman, 1966). The same report also demonstrated

that among students with very low ability scores, minority students were

twice as likely as White students to state plans for attending college.

Thus, two-thirds of the low ability minority ant. one-third of the low

ability White students planned on college (Giman, 1966). Jaffee and

Adams, in an analysis of 1965-66 census data, also found that more Black

high school seniors were planning on college than were Whites (Jaffe and

Adams, 1970). Thus, minority students appear to aspire to college at the

same or higher rate than White students.

Table 3

PROPORTION OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS IN INCOME QUARTILES
WHO PLAN TO ATTEND COLLEGE: 1959 AND 1966

Year

Income quartiles

Top 3 2 Lowest

1959

1966

68

74

52

65

40

52

23

46

SOURCE: Joseph Froomkin, Aspirations, Enrollmentg, and Resources..
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
1970.

E. Barriers to Higher Education for the Disadvantaged

If a substantial proportion of high school graduates of minority

origin do not attend college, what prevents them from doing so? Empirical

data on the barriers to higher education for minorities is more difficult

to obtain than are rates of enrollment. Fred E. Crossland (1971) has

14
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listed a number of major barriers to higher education for minorities

(Crossland, 1971). Among these are: (1) test barrier, (2) poor prepar-

ation barrier, (3) money barrier, (4) distance barrier, and (5) race

barrier. Each will be discussed below.

1. Test Barrier

In the discussion of ability levels of the disadvantaged, the

lower.performance of minority groups on standardized tests has been

documented. The generally low scores of this group clearly show that

if admission to college were based solely on test scores,-_minority

groups mould be rrepresented in higher education institutions

(Crossland, 71). ::-ossland reflects the related arguments of cultural

bias, predictivu. .4ue of tests, and the possibility that tests do

not measure the appropriate abilities; but, the test as a barrier issue

has most-precis4y to do with whether or not colleges are selecting

non-Whites On the basis-of test scores. There is no known current

review, of admissions practices in traditionally selective colleges

across the country--where a teSt score is introjected into the admis,

sions decision, the inevitable result would be to screenout more

Blacks than Whites.

However, that the test barrier may be breaking .down, to be replaced

by another barrier is suggested by a study by Davis and Kerner (Davis

and Kerner, 1971). In reviewing data fram a number of public universities'

in a southern state, Davis and Kerner found a wide but signifiCantly

lowerrange of test scores for Blacks admitted.topublic universities

than for admitted Whites, but a much higher range of high school CPA's.

They found no evidence of a Black student refused admission solely

on the basis of test score. Admissions officials evidently insisted

on superior academic performance in high school, beyond that required

for Whites, in order to compensate for poor test scores. This suggests

that the concern of admissions officers with an oversupply of applicants

is, first, to select those who can succeed in college. It is also

evident that they are willing to trust past performance records and

ignore test scores if the past'performance level is sufficiently high.

This practice, though, results inevitably in requiring a higher past

1 5
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performance level for Blacks than for Whites. Thus, one barrier has

only been replaced with another, probably because tests seem to be

more vulnerable to attach as culturally biased than past performance

records themselves.

2. Poor Preparation Barrier

A second barrierHto higher.education is poor preparation in

secondary and eleMentary.schools. Crossland summarizes the sources of

poor preparation,which include the suppositions that minority students

more frequently than Whites eleCt or are counseled into nonacademic

programs; live in communitieswith poorer educational facilities,

faculties, nnd roL ,ucces; and usually attend schools where they are

effect. egtei4e_Jdfram-majority StUdefita (Crossland, 1971). These

factors not only potentially explain lower academic performance level,

but also have implications for motivation to attend college and for

acquiring credentials appropriate in kind.aawell as in quality.

3. Money Barrier

Insufficient family income is another obvious barrier to higher

educationfor these groups. The median family income foi Whites in

1970 was $10,236 against $6,279 for BlaCks (Public Use Samples Frau,

the 1970 Census, 1972). In 1969, the average orntUal expensecof one

year at_a private college was estimated aS $5 144-r thepublic

collegepense was gstlmated-at $2,000 (Crosir,; d, 1971).. 'The previaus

sectianzan college enrollment documented themt- arenrolIment,of low

incomeanudents. In a study-of high school sezt07,-Ta in fivemajor U.S.

cities;,zoore than half of the respondents who &71 not attend college

said_that the prime reason they did not attend was lack of:money.

Thesasamerespondents estimated that they needed $1,000to $2,000 in

order to attend (Knoell, 1970).

4. Distance Barrier

A fOurth barriento higher education for -these groups has been

distance ar:accessibility 73tE higher educational institutions. The

distance barrier would seem=to be integrally te/ate&to the financial

barrifor attending a college within commuting distance would

permit ;:g,ings of real costs of housing and food. However, recent

1 6
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studies by Trent and Medsker and by Willingham suggests that the

burgeoning number.of community colleges has played a crucial role in

breaking down this particular barrier (Trent and Medsker, 1968;

Willingham, 1970). Thus, distance may no longer constitute a signif-

icant barrier for disadvantaged students. Yet, the fact that the

easing influence is but one narrow segment of the total range of

higher education institutions, and that the goal and output of com-

'triunity colleges probably represents only a portion of high level

manpower needs and access to later opportunity, the distance barrier

can still be of significant import and concern.

5. Race Barrier

A final barrill for minority students emphasized by Crossland is

racial discrimination. In a pure form, this would mean an institution

is closed, by law or formal internal policy, to some racial groups;

in a More subtle form, it would mean selection or exclusion of a member

of an ethnic group because of a pervasive perception of the academic

disabilItleg.associated with that group. Crossland concludes that the

real imixv.gt of --tidscriminattmOn cannotsbe addressed until the academic

and economi.e dffiaabllities mEminority.groups have been removed..

Perhaps of,preater impact as a barrier In this regard isnot

over discsameamadon, but the subtle climatic forces that signal an

institutinn asAirpropriate for "subgroupX"-but not for "subgroup Y".

That suck commaletions coUld be sufficiently7pervasive in-a society

and both mit:groups. X ancrY accept them and act accordingly is-an

argument MreselMted by Davis and Borders-Patterson (1971).

The f1ve7ti'00rriers listed by Crossland are, of course, logically inter,-

related--for example, the distance barrier must.be operative for=the most-

part because ve tclie Cost barrier. A-simplefcduaeptual structureaf barriers

would be: (I): sommomic barriers, given lesstban.free higher education at

all levels (amraequaalty'of freedom to forego vane earning while in college);

or, for that -10kIxa.; cost differentials among Institutions of various purpose

and impact; (2) ipistel readiness barriers, given differences in ability to

learn-ihrough instrwational strategies employed, and in ability to perform

well by the stamdarisemployed or.7.an unwillingness to abandon those standards

17
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or to develop alternate instructional strategies for their attainment; (3)

social-psychological barriers, ranging from discrimination by the institu-

tion to pervasive perceptions in society, or among members of a subgroup

in particular, that college or some institutions are appropriate only for

members of other groups. These barriers may persist as long as there are

situations where one recognizable subgroup on a particular campus will

constitute a majority of students. Although these barriers are general,

they apply to different institutions in different ways. It is too well

known to require documentation that selectivity and prestige of an institu-

tion is positively related to cost, though availability of public univer-

sities makes this relationship much less than perfect; and, that there are

ranges of institutions in lines of ability and preparation of students, and

in terms of programs offered. Thus, the notion of barriers needs to be

considered not only in terms of barriers to higher education opportunity in

general, but also in terms of barriers to entry by some groups to some

particular classes of institutions. The extent of the inequities in distri-

bution of students of various innnme levels among colleges of different

types Is summarized by the College Entrance Examination Board's Panel on

Financing Low-Income and Minority Students in Higher Education, using data

from the_1969 normative studies of the American Council on Education as

shown in_Table 4 (CEEB, 1973).

F. :Extent of Financial Need

In addressing the question of financial need of disadvantaged students

there are several key areas which require attention. These are: cost of

college, the family's ability to pay, amount of aid required, type of_aid

required, and extent of commitment of aid. Figures given in the section

on financial barriers to higher education indicate that the average_annual

cost for study at public institutions represents almost one-third of the

median annual income of Black's in 1970. Thus, without substantial and

often full financial support these students cannot hope to fulfill their

educational ambitions. In Knoell's sample those high school graduates who

did not attend college estimated that they would need $1,000 to $2,000 in

order to attend (Knoell, 1970). Saunders and James, in their study of the
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Table 4

DISTRIBUTION OF FRESHMEN_ENTERING COLLEGE IN 1969 AMONG TYPES
OF COLLEGES, BY FAMILY-INCOME GROUP, AND IN PERCENT

Family lncome

Two-Year Colleges Four-Year Colleges Universities

Public Trivate Public Private Public Private

Less than $4,000 37% 9% 20% 177. 14% -AZ_
$4,000-5,999 34 11 20. 15 16 3

$6,000-7,999 33 11 20 15 18

$8,000-9,999 30 .10 21 16 21 4

$10,000-14,999 26 . 9 20 18 24 5

$15,000-19,999 20 8 18 19 27 7

$20,000-24,999 19 8 14 13 28 9

$25,000-29,999 13 9 12 27 28 12

Mare than $3D,000 12- 7 9 30 28 16

NOTE: Rows:may not add to 100 percent because of rounding.

financial need of.UB s alorz.41 ts, estimated that the average cost of nine-

month attendance of a UB student in 1968 was $2,065 and the average contri-

bution of IUB parents was-,$102.00 (Saunders and James, 1968). Thus the

average need of a UB student would be slightly less than $2,000 per year.

Aside from the amount of aid needed, type of aid ,and length of time

for which aid is committed is also_important. Saundems and,James recommended

that funding for UB students involve guaranteed long-term commitments to

students, extending beyond the freshman year. The anxiety invoked by the

uncertainty over which sufficient funds will be available for four years

has a negative influence on a student's willingness tm perform and persist

in college. They hesitate to atteupt to standardize the amount of financial

supporti necessary to disadvantaged students. Insteat they note that the
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needs of disadvantaged students should be determined by taking into con-

sideration: (1) the resource deficiency of the individual and (2) the

institutional goals and resources available at a given institution

(Saunders and James, 1968).

In addition, the form of financial aid and the Composition of the

aid package are important. Aid packages top-heavy with loans or work

study may be unsuitable for disadvantaged students. Two studies suggest

that the poor shy away from loans for fear of incurring hyrre deo's- vhich

they will be unable to repay (Educational Associates, Inc., 1969; Council

of Ontario iliaiversittes, 1971). Work study programs, as has been pointed

out by-several investigators, may detract from the study time of those

students who need It most (Greerileith, 1970; Levitan, 1969; Shea, 1968).

In the,study of Special Servdres Programs, Davis, Burkheimer, and

Borders-Patterson (Davis, et. al.,_1975) found that 47 percent of students

fram_families -within the National. Poverty Criterion (in a sainple of insti-

tutions not nationally representative but heavy with institutions enrolling

large numbers of disadvantaged) receive some sort of financial aid, but

42 percentof -students from families above that criterion also reported

financial aid. In addition, there were differences in_kinds of aid reported:

40 percent of poverty, as compared to 22 percent of "modal" students, reported

work-study4)rogram aid; academic scholarships were reported by 15 percent of

the poverty-students and 18 percent-of the modals. Educational opportunity

grants were reported by 45 percent of the poverty students, and 21 percent

.of the modals. With regard to loans, 35 percent of poverty level students

and 25 percent of:modals reported NDEA loans; other types of loans (federally

insured, college, ANmak, etc.) were reported with aboutequal frequency.

About one-fourth:of the modals, and a little more than half of the poverty

level students, reported no support from family, guardians, or other

relatives,
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Chapter 3

What is the Nature of the College

Experience of the Disadvantaged?

I. COLLEGE ENTRANCE RATES Oi THE DISADVANTAGED

The college enrollment rate of minority and poverty-level students

indicates that the educational aspirations df these students (reported in

a previous section) are not fulfilled. College ermollment numbers depend

on high schooLgraduation rates. Berls (unpublished) working principally

from the Jaffe and Adams (1970) data, found that:although the White/non-

White differences (as proportions of-the 18-year-did population) in high

school completion rate gradually widened from 1950 to 1962, it began narrowing

in 1963:

...while non-Whites were completing high school in 1963
at only slightly more than half the White rate, by 1968
.the gap had narrowed sharply, so that slightly more than
6 of 10 non-Whites (as a percentage of 18-year-old non-
Whites) were finishing high school compared:to about 7.6
in 10 of 'Whites. Non-Whites were graduating from high
school in 1968 at about the White rate for 1963.

He concludes that the gap is likely to continue to narrow. For comparable

data on college entrance, Berls (unpublished) states:

Non-Whites doubled in college-entrance and somewhatmore
than doubled in high school graduation overvtheperiod
1935 to 1962.... For [the six years Since-19621, 1963-68,
Whites increased their:high schodl completion and college
entrance rates by 31 percent7and 77 percent, respectively.
Non-White rates grew much more rapidly: by 140 percent
for high school graduation and by 191 percent for college
entrance (almost triple the growth rate for Whites)
Whereas it took-from 1935 to 1962 for non-Whitea tb doOble
their college rate, and somewhat more than double their
hiOa, school completion rate, mon-Whites more thaw doubled
thetr high school Completion and almost tripled7:their rate
of ,ertrance to rt;alege inanIy 6 rather than 27-Tyears. The
White rate of growth for-these.two thresholds is:slowing
down.
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A report by Froomkin of patterns of aspirations and their fulfillment

shows, however, that economic circumstances continue to exclude many low

income students who we to attend college -oomkin, 170), Table 5

summarizes his analys, .1..ffe and Adams' data. Luis regard. Students

from families with incomes of $, ,500 or more had inore than twice the chance

of realizing their hopes for college attendanceas students fran families

. with incomes of less than $3,000. In 1970, this discrepancy in attendance

by income rmained. The enrollment of 18 to 24 year olds in the bottom

income quarter was 20 percent whereas the enrollment of the same age group

in the top quarter was three times as great at 60 percent (CEEB, 1973).

Table 5

PATTERNS OF ASPIRATIONS FOR COLLEGE AND THEIR FULFILLMENT::
1966 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES, BY INCOME.-GROUP, AND IN PERCENT

Family_ Income

Percent
Responding
"Yes" for
Planning
Collep

Percent
Having
Attended

College by
February 1967

Percent
of College

Goals
Achieved

Less than $3,000

$3,000 - '4,999

$5,000 - $7,499

More than $7,500

46%

47

58

71

17%

32

37

57

37%

67

63

80

SOURCE: Joseph FroomUn, Aspirations, Enrollments, and Resources.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
1970, pp. 20-22.

With regard to the recent trends in nuMbersof students in college,

changes over the six year period from 1963 to .1968 again show a much more

rapid growth rate for non-Whites than for Whites.. Berls (unpublished)

reports:
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The total number of non-Whites in college (age 16-24)
slightly less than doubled from 1963 to 1968 (93.6
percent), whereas the Whites increased at a substan-
tially lower rate--52.5 percent--but from a much bigger
base, of course. The women of both races increased
in college at a faster rate than the men. Of perhaps
the greatest importance, however, is that while non-
-Whites in college comprised only 11.6 percent of the
_16- to 24-year-old cohort of high school graduates in
_1963, non-Whites in college made up 28.4 percent of
_this same age cohort in 1969more than doubling in the
periód 1963-68. The Whites grew from 22.4 percent of
the age cohort in college to 35.5 percent. In 1963 the
proportion of non-Whites in college was slightly more
than half of the White koportion, but by 1968 the pro-
portion of non-Whites in college had increased to 80
percent of the White proportion for the 16- to 24-year-
old group of high school graduates.

In spite of gains in high school graduation and college entrance

rates, underrepresentation of minorities and low SES students in college

,still holdt for Blacks, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American

Indians wben numbers in college as a proportion of numbers in the population

'are considered. Table 6 summarizes the status of each of these groups in

1970 as estimated by Crossland and clearly demonstrates the degree of

underenrollment for each (Crossland, 1971). Comparing the ethnic groups

from the most to the least underrepresented, the list is as follows:

American Indians, Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Blacks. It is

important to note that these may be conservative estimates since the

median ageEof Whites is substantially higher than for non-Whites due to

the reduced life span of minority groups, and thus there are larger

proportions of eligible students;.also, the estimates of numbers of some

groups, particularly American Indians, may be substantially off.

In summary, while the representation of minorities and low SES students

in college,has significantly increased in the last decade, their attendance

rates remain below that of Whites.

Distribution of enrollment at different types of colleges provides

another-perspective from which to assess the educational status of minority

groups in b4gher education. (Same data on distribution of income have

2 3
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Table 6

1970 ENROLLMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS--
THE STATUS OF ETHNIC GROUPS

Ethnic
Group

Percent
of Total
Population

1970

Estimated
Percent of
Total
Higher

Education
Enrollment

Percent
of Total
Ethnic

Population
Enrolled

Percent of
Each Ethnic
Group in 1970
Freshman
Class

(estimated ).

Percent
Increase

Necessary
to Reach

Proportionate
Enrollment

Black

Mexican
American

Puerto
Rican

American
Indian

11.5

2.4

0.7

0.4

5.8

0.6

0.3

0.1

2.0

1.0

1.3

0.6

6.6

0.9

0.4

0.1

116%

330%

225%

650%

Subtotal 15.0 6.8 1.8 8.0 --

All Othrs 85.0 93.2 4.3 92.0 --

Total 100.0 100.0 3.9 100.0 --

SOURCE: Fred E. Crossland, Minority Access to College, New York: Schoken
Books, 1971, 10, 15, 16, 19, and 13. Crossland synthesized data from three
sources: Census, DHEW, and ACE reports.

already been presented in a previous section.) One relevant question is:

What types of colleges are absorbing the upsurge of minority enrollments?

An analysis by Crossland indicates that much of this increase has occurred

in community_and- junior colleges (Crossland, 1971). In 1970, more than

half of all Black freshmen enrolled in junior colleges. Similarly high

community and junior college enrollments are found among other minority

groups. A study of Mexican-American enrollment in five Southwestern

atates found that 90 percent of all Mexican-American students attending

colleges in the Southwest enroll in public institutions, with more than

twice as many attending community colleges as state colleges and universities
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(Ferrin, et al., 1972). Likewise Native-American students in college are

more likely to be in two-year colleges than are other students (CEEB, 1973).

Even among students at top achievement levels, minority students are dis-

proportionately enrolled in community colleges. An analysis by CEEB shows

that Black male students at the top achievement level are nearly three

times as likely to attend a two-year college as White male students (CEEB,

1973).

Another trend in distribution of college enrollment has been the

decreasing popularity of traditionally Black colleges and universities among

Black college students. Whereas in 1964, more than half of all Black

college students attended traditionally Black institutions, in 1970 only

one-third did so (Crossland, 1971). This may be explained by both the

increasing enrollment in community colleges and the probable increased

recruitment of Black students by White institutions, due to Civil Rights

compliance pressures.-

Another indicator of equality of enrollment is type of degree programs

in which disadvantaged students enroll. An unpublished paper cited in

the CEEB report gives evidence that Blacks and Chicanos in community colleges

may be more likely than White students to be enrolled in no degree-credit

programs or to be part-time students (CEEB, 1973).

In summary, five statements can be made about enrollment of the

disadvantaged in college. These are:

a) The proportion of minority students attending college has

increased substantially in the last decade.. Among Blacks,

enrollment has doubled.

b) However, since White enrollments have also increased, a gap

between White and minority enrollments has remained.

c) A large proportion of the growth in enrollment of minority

students has taken place at the community and junior college

level.

'el) Attendance of Blacks at traditionally Black institutions hag

declined in the last decade.
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e) There is same evidemce that minority students at community

colleges are more likely to be part-time students or students

enrolled in no-credit degree programs.

Thus, while important steps toward achieving equal access to college for

disadvantaged have been taken, a goal of parity, by race or by income, has

not been reached. In addition, as stated in the CEEB report, "access alone

is not sufficient; equal opportunity also demands equalization in the dis-

tribution of minority and majority students among types of colleges and

universities, and among types of programs." (CEEB, 1973).

II. ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE IN COLLEGE: PREDICTING GPA

Prediction of college performance has been the focus of a massive body

of research. The validity of test scores and high school grade point

average or rank-in-class for predicting the subsequent performance of dis-

advantaged and regular students has been studied extensively. The following

.statements summarize the general feelings of these types of studies:

a) High school grade point average or rank seems to be the best

single predictor of college success for the general student

population (Kendrick and Thomas, 1970; Astin, 1970).

The most efficient prediction is obtained through an optimal

weighting of grade point average and a single aptitude or

scholastic ability test consisting of one or two scores (Kendrick

and Thomas, 1970).

c) Despite the recent controversy over the validity of test scores in

predicting the performance of non-Whites, a review of relevant

studies demonstrates that SAT.'s predict as well for non-Whites as

they do for Whites- In fact, SAT's may be biased in the favor of

non-Whites in that they often overpredict the grade point averages

of non-Whites Cleary, 1968; Kendrick and Thomas, 1970; Grant and

Bray, 1970; Davis and Temp, 1971).

Comparing the disadvantaged in special collegiate programs with other minority

students in college, Helen Astin found that Black disadvantaged college

students had higher CPA's than did a random group of Black college students

2 6
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(Astin, 1970). However, there are several issues which must be taken into

consideration when evaluating such a finding. Two phenomena which may tend

to favor special students are that: (a) special program students may carry

reduced course loads, and (b) grades in remedial courses may be averaged

in with those for regular courses. Unless these factors are accounted for,

it is unfair to compare special program and regular student GPA's.

Melnick has reviewed a number of studies on college GPA of the dis-

advantaged and concluded that the disadvantaged appear to do C to C- work

in college (Melnick, 1971). A more recent census by Davis, Burkheimer,

and Borders-Patterson (1975) in some 120 institutions involved in their

evaluation of Special Services programs found past performance and

college performance records as shown in Tables 7 and 8.

These data suggest (a) that the difference in high school grades for

poverty versus nonpoverty students laster attending ccllege is not as

great as later differences in college grades; (b) that there may be marked

differenceS between poverty versus nonpoverty as a function of race; and

(c) that of all poverty groups together, about half report overall grades

higher than C+, a proportion, however, not markedly different from that

for nonpoverty students.

III. PERSISTANCE IN COLLEGE

The literature on college attrition clearly suggests that family SES

is inversely related to a student's chances of college graduation (Eckland,

1964; Panos and Astin, 1968; Sewell and Shah, 1967). Thus, once granted

access to higher education the poor remain at a disadvantage relative to

more affluent students. Sewell, in a study of 9,000 Wisconsin high school

seniors found that a high SES student has a six to one advantage over a

two SES student of attaining college graduation (Sewell, 1971). Even when

ability is controlled, Sewell found that high SES students persist at a

greater rate than low SES students. The corresponding ratios ranged from

nine to one among the high ability students (Sewell, 1971). Despite the

importance of SES in predicting attrition rates, a student's own ability is

even more important than SES in determining whether he or she will persist

(Sewell and Shah, 1967; Wegner and Sewell, 1970).
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Table 7

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING OVERALL
HIGH SCHOOL GRADE AVERAGES HIGHER THAN 0+

Ethnic Classification

"Disadvantagement" Classification

Poverty_Level Modal

Native American

Black

Mexican American

White
_

Oriental
_

Puerto Rican

Other

r

56%

64

57

71

60

57

72

70%

66

64

73

84

63

73

Total . . 65 70

NOTE: Percentages given are those reporting grades higher than C+
within respondents of the cross-classified group (i.e., 56 percent of
Native American poverty level respondents).

Table 8

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING OVERALL
GRADES IN COLLEGE HIGHER THAN 0+

"Disadvantagement" Classification

Ethnic Classification Poverty Level Modal

Native American 34% 47%

Black 41 43

Mexican American 39 52

White 63 64

Oriental 60 57

Puerto Rican 32 32

Other 68 56

Total 47 56

NOTE: Percentages given are of those reporting grades higher than C+
within respondents of the cross-classified group (i.e., 34 percent of
Native American poverty-level respondents).-



IV. SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT TO COLLEGE

The problems of disadvantaged students in college are not limited

to the academic sphere. Most of these students are, by definition, cul-

turally different from the majority of the college population. In addition,

students in special collegiate programs, particularly in selective insti-

tutions, may be labeled by instructors and other students, by their partici-

pation in remedial work, as different and often inferior. Fuchs and Eavighurst,

in a book on Indian education in the United States, suggest that a conflict

is faced by American Indian college students, between the demands of higher

educational institutions and the obligations, values, and life styles of

their home communities (Fuchs and Havighurst, 1972). The cultural background

of these students may make it difficult for them to communicate effectively

with either their fellow students or their professors. A study of Black

students in both predominately Black and White colleges found that Blacks

at Black colleges attribute their academic difficulties to poor study habits

whereas Blacks at predominately White colleges emphasized inadequate social

life and poor high school preparation (Jones, Harris, and Hauck, 1971).

In a study of Black students in predominately White North Carolina colleges,

Davis and Borders-Patterson reported that Blacks on White residential campuses

were becoming increasingly polarized, aware of their identity, and were growing

in hostility toward the "White establishment." The problems at the root

of these developments appear to be social and economic in origin as opposed

to academic (Davis and Borders-Patterson, 1971).

Special program students have similar problems. Charles Gordon, in

a follow-up of a UB graduating class, found that the participants encountered

these problems: (a) labeling or stigmatization, (b) unrealistic scheduling

of classes, (c) inability to communicate with professors and students, and

(d) a distracting involvement of militant movements on campus (Gordon, 1969).



Chapter 4

Whar=amsBeen The ampact aDE Upward Bound, TAlent Search,

AemElnilar Programs om their Target Popdlations?

L. INTRODIVZIOVAND- GENERAT...' COME=

Thebutpganilag of federal aceMe7.#7 centered in time "Trio Programs"

EducationaZ 'U.ent Search (ETS),"-Pipmrarii Bound (UB), ardu Special Serwices

(SS)--hashatecny Seen accompanied:17y a coordinated or-,Apitmentingseries

of evaluation smoudies. Funds have not been -providedte lr. the'lba-sai=grants

for evaluatimu; :he projects apparently hava,been staWillgIth:.:developmental.

specialists, &h few cammitted pmelessionaIs who are --f the interests and

background tha=rwould permit car. y designed examiTintion,:of impart.

Also, as Etzionl (1971) has pointed out:

In reviewing the findings of about 150 different studies
of various systems of compensatory education, I have
concluded that evaluating the effects and benefits of
this approach is an extremely difficult undertaking.
No piece of evidence with which I am familiar supports
the notion that, by putting disadvantaged students
through a few courses,-seminars, weekend workshops, or
summer sessions, one can remedy the effects of four
hundred years of discrimination or of the four or five
years that separate disadvantaged students from their
academically prepaied classmates. One does find in
the literature that cases of three students here and
eight students there who have benefitted from such
programs; however, the main conclusion from the same
body of literature points to the need for reaching the
disadvantaged student as early in his academic career
as possible (p. 115).

All too often program evaluations have been limited to "in-house"

efforts. The paucity of comprehensive longitudinal studies of special

program participants was poinied out by Kendrick and Thomas (1970). No

study reviewed in this literature search has, for instance, tracked a senior
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class of svei pro:exam studemts for four years after high school gradua-

tion. CumuleklAyRtcadnege GPA amd retention can only be projected. Conse-

quennlyltinere is-am_eqpirical enidence on the left range educatimme achien-e=-

mento3f thitSe'itulants:. There have been two rilous explanations, fax the

absence of 10:411f. -udfinIresearch. First, unti-L-mow the programs, most of

which were 11111:4aarzkez== the mid-1960's, were toL recent to have generated

many college zfre4fmEtEs....,.. However, since UB and ErS began in 1965,, there are

now five UB ana =,-1:4-asses which graduated from:high school ataeast four

years ago. ts nzmatiommate than.there exists no accurate record. mf the

proportion oEfi.zAtfita from each class who graduated from college. A

second explemakiloolc7=the absence of longitudinal research is prohibitive

cost. Howeve:- ''bilellang range impact of special programs on the educational

achievement ol stiizt4ating students is the mast critical measure of their

success. If:pc-_gronla could keep up-to-date records on. former students, them

the expense of-znackiJnr:them down later would be reduced.

II. 'MEL' MKS AND SIMILAR PROGRAMS: EVALUATION RESEARCH

Educational '2a1ent Search, which utilizes an information dissemination

and counseling_ approach has:not, to date, been evaluated. Similarly, only

three research_e=mdies of similar programs were uncovered in this literature

search. One poesille-reason for this may be the difficulty of tracing

students served., given that their cOntact with the program is shorter, less

intensive, and annrit inarequent than in a program using the UB model- Three

articles on simi-Imr7cnugrams, bzwever, were located.

Wilkerson, immr...valuatiom of the College Assistance Program, inter-

viewed program_numnmet-hors, students, and high school personnel who participated

in the program between 1964 and 1966. In this program special counselors

confer with high school counselors, distribute literature on college oppor-

tunities, and make high school assembly presentations on higher educational

opportunities. lallemracm found that (a). students perceived that counselor

visits had a positame effect on their educational development, (b) high school_

guidance counselors Efell-aided in their attempts to counsel disadvantaged

students,_and (;,e1 participating colleges modified their recruitment, financial
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aid, and admissions policies as a xesult of the programkerso=. 2967).

A. study conducted by Alexakos, of a high school guidare.P.: labacreto=rgrogram,

produced r positive results. He reported that prangrarrpartbtipants

performed batter In college-7than a matched group who dliF--rrnpartiate

(Alexakos, 2367).

-Ome of the earliest attempts to develop the talent:Mt odisadvantaged

junior hierand senior high schoolstudents was the Demamstmation Gut-glance

Ptoject:in DMw York City conducted from 1958-62. The o)oimmidre of this

effort was to improve the guidance and instructional servaitoemaxailable

to the disadvantaged urban population. 'In an assessment ca the program's

success, the program proved to sUbstantially increase thatcr=ege matricu-

lation rate of the target population (Wrightstone, et al :2M63).

The ETS concept, hoWever, has-recently come under attack for several

reasons. Initially, it is necessary to question whethere eXists mow

significant numbers of talented Students in disadvantaged papulatLcans:-who do

not.have access to higher education. Unfortunately there is little evidence

on what happens to minority youth who score high on tests and perform well

in high school (Kendrick and Thomas, 1970).

Secondly, if the definition of the target population Of talented

students is expanded to those whose talent is potential and not manifest

through traditional measures, then the needs of the program participants

will expand accordingly; a student will require more than simple information

and a push in the right direction, lie or she will require some sort ofacademic

assistance or compensatory effort.

Finally, one author, in an article entitled "The Black Agenda for Higher

Education," has suggested that the idea of the "talent search" as a method of

singling out a few gifted minority students is no longer acceple:lox the

Black community Uane, 1969). Certainly a national educational strategy

sthould not be limited to searching for talent in minority c. les only

(Kendrick and Thomas, 1970), and this is not-the case for ETS!... however, if

the majority of ETS program participants are individuals whose potential talent

requires some additional assistance, then the process of facillizating their

access to institutions where they will be relegated to genera/ college curricula

may be futile.
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_II. EVALUATIONS OF ASPUTAFT1 WIND AND SI1411AR PROGRAME

Upward Baund, unlike ETE as beemevaluated numerous times. .Its

diesrirtr-mlfr cootent seem to be yTical. of precollege programs 5int the dis-

advantaged at least from the :staindpoimt programs descrtMMA aod evaluated

in the_aiterscure. A_ metaidem-T1 camoensatory session im t'ne_mammer precedinm-

colle-ent=oce appears to be -a_ common asrproach talmeeting tes needs of

disadvantaged students. Among the mom-- weal known programs -axe: A Better

Chance_CABCI College Readiness, and Cmllege Bound. Thesegoongtams and
-

several:others will be Aiscusse(i prtmr tO.smmmarizing status- af-research

on UB.

A. S±milar Programs

The ABC program is a summer transitiomal program, almost identical to

Upward Bound, conducted at a number of secondary schools and zol.Dieges. Wessman,

in a two-year follow-up of a program class, found that only 30 oarcent of

the participating students fit the ideal model of the motivated, although

disadvantaged, -student, while 24 percent were already good students before they

entered_ABC and 46 percent did mediocte to poor work at entreonel.;and continued

to do so. Thus a majority of the participants either did natmeed the program

or could not benefit from it. Wessman also found no changed= IQ and English

achievement tests as a result of the program. The only sigmif4Pant changes

occurred in attitudes and personality, i.e., increased. self-confidence, increasedl

social ease and_awareness, higher griimllz,, higher tolerance and flexibility,

and increased:anxiety and drive. Wessmao concludes that the unimpressime

redalts of this: program aarrant a reevakbation of compensatory efforts Wesiman,

1972).

iknevagmation of theiCollege Readiness program, another m:ammer- tramttztonal

program, at San Marcos rhalege produced rather dismal resultsv. Students,zumee

in rrilTEe, were foumhtmnhavem-generalla-poor grade point averages. Forty-

percent7were on acadeada orobattan (Pennine, 1968). Another:program, desameed

to iiienizifyvasadvantaged nits:ma:cadets:and to increase thed= mottvatiotc_

achievement:and educational chances, yam: .tudied by Tamoer amit(Genare in:

1965. 2Ufte program included bath a summerand an academto year component,
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"
hoaniNver, tae varcipating grot= wets divided such that part received academic
yassicartr unly and part pizzcti -c..t...i.gated in both the _stainer and .academic

year sessions. Trne authors found taam the summer group: showed only a slight
adanantage ..bar...-.7tite :other group in. tee:odes, attendance, and. attrition (Tanner
and- :Genera,: 719:671,7 .

Two nrctler pan:gramsCollege Rnma.a.d and a summer study skills program--
shamed_ more,encanuraiging results. Mal:lege Bound, a summer residential program
in Mnglish,:anth, and cournseling f=- ninth and tenth graders, was evaluated
usis -pre-tIzt=:.-namt-standardized Mears. Test results showed four months
readi.in and Pup --34zears math gainTfcra. program participants (Hillston, 1967).
Sirrnar ly ale emminnation of a slirempr,- study skills program between 1964 and
1966, reported:cast scare gains. Ms= hmndred fifty nine students aged 14
to 16 attemdeaLa strucnured pragramsof remedial work. They were tested
before and after. th e. summer session-.1and the tear results showed highly
significant. mains English, ..m:nd vocabulary. Eighty-four percent of
program-participants enrolled in coMege. -In addition to empirically
testable acadenriczbene.fits, the students perceived-a beneficial influence
of the program. May =eported better planning and organization of their
work and better study habits (Corner., Harrow, and Johnson, 1969).

In .summary, the evidence on the effectiveness of summer compensatory
progranm Stenciler to UB mppears contradictory. Two of the programs reviewed
reported.or stndent mzerformance in college. Another two reported test
score uctms- in such autjects as.zading, math, English, and. vocabulary.
Three =dies reporte&Ixosittim --..fiects on student attitudes and/or motivation.

B. Ltpaeriannind
Edunnaticla has sponsored numerous:-national leveL

esseiltn:-.1.1B. I adia:tbon,,. individual projects have been evaluated
=1. d is -4 it a I e n conducted by Greenlelgp. Associates,

he Amerzinnant-ian13. "ege Zemting Program, Applied Data Research, taybern Educe-
tion, Erms,..iffanza. mai Asesattates, The., Syracuse Youth -Development Center,
:the Restansreittanagemesin Canquarattaa, and the Primary Prevention Research
and level:Impanel= Center:. A snmmary:nf the major findings of these studies
will be-pressen:fed under two heading= (1) impact of program on students
and (2) Alvan= of program on institations and communities .

'3,4
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1. Impact of. Programs onStaments

The Impact of UB on students should he. assessed:fran five per-

spectives; (a) immediate impact of program on studeat ability, atti-

tudes, motivation, high schooliattrition, and high school performance,

(b).impact of program on posta4.romdary enrmllmeot rates, ((c) impact of

program on college performanma, (d). impact of program on oollege

retention, and. (3) impact ;In trne career antaanment ,VMA SES status.

The cextent of data availatIqe of these reas wilL b.e discossed

below.

Upward Bound does noc_appear to increase .academic atilityzs

measured by standardized test- .smores. A stady of the 1510 bridge

class cd: Appiited Data Research.frond that ?SAT scores of -113 stUdents

do rot increase as a result of-tiive program (Applied Data.Research

1.970). Neither does UB haqe au:impact on Tolg4school grade point

averages of program particapdal.=.. Studies Eriff both Greemleigh Associates

and by Hunt an4.Hardt damaastl....= that high school GPA's Of UB students,

controI-group, do:not changeas comparedwith those cl a ma 111441

significantly as a result of thellB process (Greenlet& Assocites,

1970; Hunt and Hardt, Ue does however appear -to irlInence

college aspixatkm%&. ALchough 80 percent of the 10$ participants were

enrolled :ta-zo crallege pruTaratory program be'fore they entered UB, 9 to

12 percent mf those who um4:4 in other high saimaol programs chamged to

academic programs after f-Tet-irting in UB (Greenligh,11.g70)). En additlom

UB seems to have had an imt om high school an=ritiora _L.:26=s- While

only 7 perreot of 111.i=bmts dram out of high-school, 30 7parcent of

other lowiraconzunderots .3mq:trait= (Greenleigh, 1970)- Tails could, of

course, maTmmsentxviimiirectiran rather than impact factors-

In tha:reaim of atritudearod personality, the immact of UB is

less clear: Paschal and.7Williams reported no significant changes in

student's self-_concept as a learner or in attitudes and.-point out that

six weeks.lis tor short a time period to expect significant changes.

He noted that ran-maximize its impact UB should recruit etudents-fram

earlier grades (Paschal: and Williams, 1970). Bunt and Rartr, however,

found a_ gmatZivie elect of brkdge summer .1.1e4icipatiorron.seven measaraes

'Ea
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of student attitudes and motivation. Mese were:: (a) motivation for

college, (b) possibility of college graduatirm, ism.) sp,lf -evaluation of

intelligence, (c) interpersonal flexibility, self-esteem, . t-fe)

internal control, and (f) future orientation. Of these (a) , (c) , and

(e) continued to increase throt*bout the academic year (Hunt -and

Hardt, 1969). However, in a 1968 evaluation mf the -University of

Maryland UR program, and using =arched controls, Berson found -no

significant change in ach1eveme2=-Te1ated values.. Only one sign:banant

change In TB students' attitude- vats cited., vas. an increasei.in

the experimental's willingness mo unt academic -quirements in order

to obtain a good job (Herson,. 15615)).

Upward Botmd does appear -na: -substantially in:crease the, Chances

for college enrollment of disehzantaged studerms,.. While it seemzs

reasonable to estimate that less than half .of a= disadvantage& high

. school students enter college, several. studies 40=u:strata 1-'hat- the

college enrollment rate of UR s=udents is math bigher. GandPw;---j14.2-e

found that approximately 40 percent of the 1965 and 1:966 UB3 grainnting

classes entered college (Gandercshlfze, Etur t extd

that 75 to 80 percent. of the .19E7 (r^3.-a.Rsse sante
type of postsecondary :insti-tr , mad nercent. Cisme-students

-went to a college ratner :than .snother iypa of 7pastsecondaury stimmaL

(Hunt and Hardt., 1.96E)- .:Thus on tit*: average, at twro--,tht-zis of
Upward Bound studen::e_nter s conumit

of all low income or :ethnic.:grou:p =atm:lents.. nd-,..a:pc,coroximaately nirtt-

thirds of those seniors whose fale-il--t;Ps are in ie mop income- -qautt=te=s.
Reports on the stholastic achievement of -M3 larndents th criLlege-

are curiously absent :from the lualtjar. studies Gf 113B.. -Thie may
discussion of college CPA's. of 11110i, classes 4iiiiChtvais mn-conatisft. this

:search was found in a progresys,-01'"- off the4.itatialL71.1B projeact.: iThe

college grade point averages:-..-the: al-asses 1967, <amt.. 1969,

each averaged below 2.0 LiPrgress Rept=t, 11570).. WhL this Is

not a -particularly encouragiamg.:Eindimg. t..:3:atot, of coursm, 'he taken

to represent national averages, -±or UR students
.-The absenes

grade -point information from: two :most signiant studieT=s ITB-
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the Gteenleigh report and the Hunt and Hardt study--constitutes a

sigmaicant and critical gap in the present state of knowledge about

the-muccess of Upward Bound.

College persistence of UB students is another key area where the

malor studies fall short. The lack of information stems from the

nonexistence of a longitudinal study to track former UB students

through four years after they leave the program. While retention

rates are a major subject of discussion in most UB evaluation studies,

no study has tracked a class through more than six semesters. Thus

ultimate graduation rates are only estimated and not empirically

demonstrated. Gardenshire followed the UB bridge class of 1965 and

found 77 percent still enrolled in college three years later. He also

tracked the class of 1966 through June 1968 and found 82 percent still

enrolled (Gardenshire, 1968). Mertens in the 1970 UB College Retention

Stave.", reported a 71 percent retention rate for UB students in college

&Irina the period from fall 1966 to fall 1969. However, this figure

of Ta percent represents the combined retention of freshmen, sophomores,

ancljuniors, thus obscuring the long range retention rate of those who

entemed in fall of 1966 (Mertens, 1970).

The projected UB college retention rate made by Greenleigh Associ-

_ates -was 50 percent, the same, they believe, as the national average

(Greenleigh, 1970). This estimate, however, cannot be taken as con-

clusive. Since there are now five classes of UB students who graduated

from high school more than four years ago, it is necessary to follow

up their progress in order to validate Greenleigh's estimate.

Since no comprehensive follow-up of early UB classes has been

conducted, it is impossible to assess the impact of UB on the economic

and occupational status of these students. If the ultimate objective

of ETS and UB is to equalize economic opportunity for the disadvantaged,

then the most critical measure of their success should be the eventual

economic and occupational attainment of those students who participated.

However, our knowledge about this aspect of program impact is limited

to project estimates of the potential increase in occupational and

economic attainment.
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In summary, the state of our knowledge about the impact of Upward

Bound on participating students is limited and somewhat contradictory.

The following list summarizes the data covered by type of impact.

a) Immediate Impact: 'Ugh school CPA's and standardized test

scores do not increase, while the evidence is somewhat

contradictory, UB does appear to have a positive influence

on attitudes, motivation, and personality. UB also reduces

high school attrition rates for participants and causes some

students to change high school degree programs.

b) College Enrollment: UB does substantially increase the

college entrance rates of disadvantaged students. Approxi-

mately two-thirds of UB participants attend college as

compared with less than half of all disadvantaged students.

c) Scholastic Achievement in College: There is no conclusive

national level evidence on this area.

d) College Persistence: While Greenleigh estimates a graduation

rate of 50 percent, there is no conclusive evidence beyond

relatively high persistence through five to six semesters of

college.

e) Economic and Occupational Attainment: No data exists on

this topic.

2. Impact of UB on Educational Institutions

Two further goals of UB and ETS have been to open up colleges and

universities to disadvantaged students with potential for college and

to make high schools more responsive to the needs of this type of

student. Thus the success of UB and ETS is also measurable in terms

of what impact it can have, in the long run, toward increasing educa-

tional and economic opportunities for all disadvantaged students.

Through a "ripple effect," UB and ETS can affect changes in those

institutions which traditionally deal with and influence disadvantaged

students. This area has been touched upon in several major UB studies

and articles.
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Both Greenleigh Associates and Levitan reported little or no

observable impact of Upward Bound on secondary schools (Greenleigh,s

1970; Levitan, 1969). Greenleigh attributed this negligible impact

to:

a) Inability of UB personnel to communicate the program's goals

and practices effectively.

b) Traditional perceptions of educators who are suspicious of

policies and practices of UB.

c) The small numbers of UB students coming from each high

school.

Greenleigh did, however, cite some evidence of Upward Bound's

impact of higher educational institutions. Interviews with college

personnel revealed this impact in the form of modified admissions

practices, special programs for disadvantaged students, and additional

special courses. In addition he noted same negative effects in the

social sphere, primarily friction and perceived hostility between UB

students and other college students. However, Greenleigh notes that

these attitudes are slowly disappearing (Greenleigh, 1970).

Saunders and James, in their study of financialaid, also discussed

the institutional impact of UB on financial aid practices. In inter-

views with administration personnel they found that UB students were

receiving preferential treatment in financial aid offices (Saunders

and James, 1968). The authors recommended a comprehensive financial

aid program for UB students.

IV. COLLEGE LEVEL PROGRAMS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

While programs at the college level are not an area of concern in this

design study, a brief review of types of programs and their success rates

can provide insight into the continuing needs of disadvantaged students

once in college. Most such programs provide remedial work, tutoring, and

counseling. Examples of the more well known of such programs include

College Discovery, SEEK, and CEAP. These and others will be discussed

below.
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College Discovery provitls conmseling, tutoring, and remedial work for

disadvantaged students in communttvcolleges. Kweller, in a discussion of

thisprogram, reported: that: =nurse schedule and load was a critical variable

in stndemt sumcess.. Given the rigor:balance of-credit and remedial courses,

disadvantagegd students pemforned almost as-well:as regular students. In

addition the7 ended up cmmoleting aimmst as many course credits as other

special students who attempt ed. to mstry a full course load. The graduation

rate:Of these students woe 40 percent, with half of those graduating going

on to complete their,devee.,:ast a foum-year college or university. KWeller

Sums up hisieport by recommending the skillful:use of supportive services

and wise commseling to increutSse retention rates (Weller, 1971).

SEEK provides the sante emrvices- as College Discovery. A recent study

of student attitudes towardis program provides some interesting insights

into the deweloping needs of disadvantaged students as they progress through

college. e their general satisfaction with the program remained through-

out, their imitial identiaration with and dependence on the program dimin-

ished over tine. The antiamars matted a switch in student preference for

programcompaments. InfItInE17-freshmen were more concerned with counseling

and later'with tutoring,ace renedIal work. Evidently the initial social

adjustments of the frestmoryear -were facilitated by group counseling

sessions, butlater th.tcra rnsented as a reminder of their disadvantaged

status. Once social adQvatnnnts were made, students' concern over course

work increased and accord:5041y their appreciation of tutoring rose (Backner

and Berkenstein, 1970)-

.1n. an article,-entitaed '"Counm1Pling Blatk Students in Special Prgrams,"

Hattemschwiilex strfrsses limelmeed Tor effective counseling, especially in

the first year. Hemotes Blatk students often lack "anticipatory

sociaitzatioe in that they-have:I:lot:Internalized the'role of college

student. Thus the counselam's roleis to equalize resources, help the

disadvantaged studentmegotiate the system, and to lay out the rules of -the

game (e.g.., institutionairmles and bureaucratic demands). A study by

Hattensdneaner, conducted 1z:1969, showed that, controlling for ability,

students- wffith preentrance lizunz visits by a counselor demonstrated signif-

icantly higher academic.performance than students whose counseling exper-

ience.beganafter collegetentrance (Eattenschwiller, 1971).
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The relevance, to UB and ETS policy, of these findings and others like

them lies in the need to ensure adequate support services for placed students.

A strong freshman year follow-up and a liaison with college personnel may

be necessary to provide for the continuing needs of these students. Unfor-

tunately, junior colleges and community colleges, which enroll large pro-

portions of disadvantaged students, have been found to be deficient in this

area. A national survey of junior colleges reported that only 20 percent

designed special curricula for disadvantaged students (Roueche, 1968).

Berg and Axtell found that 53.4 percent of junior colleges attempt to meet

tfie needs of the disadvantaged with their regular instructional program

(Berg and Axtell, 1968). Edmund Gordon, in an essay on compensatory educe-

tion for the disadvantaged, contrasted the imaginative and valid curricular

innovations used in precollege programs with the dreary pattern of college

remediation (Gordon, 1966).

A follow-up of UB graduates from the.Wayne State program was conducted

by Charles Gordon. This program has a strong in-college component which is

directed toward modifying the student's fear of failure. He notes the

presence of such problems as unrealistic scheduling, indefinite financial

assistance, militancy, labeling, inability of students to communicate, and

problems in long range planning. The Wayne State program attempts to help

students establish priorities. Their follow-up component involves: (a)

establishing a campus contact for each student, (b) providing continuous

compensatory support, (c) keeping parents informed, (d) maintaining acquain-

tance with college personnel, and (e) advising on class scheduling (Gordon,

1969).' He concludes that. it is unrealistic to expect that an UB or ETS

student will not continue to need supportive services when he enters

college.

A major attempt to evaluate the impact of Special Services and similar

programs for disadvantaged students (Davis, Burkheimer, and Borders-Patterson,

1975) produced, as perhaps its major empirical finding, evidence as to the

saliency of several intervening variables that make evaluation of impact

difficult. First, with regard to achievement and satisfaction criteria,

there are strong ethnic group interaction effects, with race appearing to

explain a larger portion of variance than poverty/nonpoverty status.
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Second, academic progress, and a host of satisfaction or aspirational

variables, seem to be more a function of the particular college and campus

context than of student input or support program characteristics per se.

Considering the impact of support programs on students across ethnic groups

and across institutions yields a diffuse and uncertain picture. However,

when these difficulties are attacked by appropriate adjustments for insti-

tutional and ethnic group influences, some value of programmatic intervention

strategies at the postsecondary level is suggested, demonstrating among the

disadvantagedStudents greater academic progress and higher indices of

satisfaction and aspirations for those participating than for nonparticipants.)

This finding (of the race interaction and institution interaction)

could, of course, explain readily the contradictory results of other single

programs or single institution studies. Ability levels uf students and

institutional attrition rates among higher education institutions, have

been frequently documented as varying sharply from one college to another.

Given the possibility of similar variation in institutional climate, and

the absence of studies that might reveal elements (e.g., "critical mass" of

students in a distinguishable minority; faculty attitudes; and curricular

practices) that are crucial in providing the disadvantaged student true

membership in the prevailing college culture, an adequate evaluation must

take into account intra-group and intra-institutional difference's.

Also, to echo a need reflected throughout this brief review: it would

seem necessary to employ a longitudinal study to determine if disadvantaged

,students involved in current precollege or college special support programs

do indeed persevere and perform satisfactorily in college over time. Most

studies of disadvantaged students in college (with the notable exception of

the Greenleigh study) deal, of necessity, with those who remain in college

long enough to obtain a grade; those students who may quickly fade from

records must be identified.

In sum: there is an abundance of rhetoric, a paucity of empirical

data with conflicting results, and little agreement except that the problem

of equal access and equal opportunity for the disadvantaged once in higher

education is not a simple proposition of infusion of money or one or another

catch-up activity. There appear to be real differences that are a function
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of personal and institutional variables not specifically studied. These

variables, at most, may outweigh special programmatic variables; at least,

it would seem they need to be considered in tailoring special intervention

eforts.



Chapter 5

Cost Benefit Analyses

I. GENERAL

Cost benefit and cost effectiveness analyses are:simply popular terms

f.or anreconomibanalysis ofanprOgram or action. These analyses can be.-

part Of a larger deciSionMaking strategy, such as systems analysis or

program budgeting, or they may-be perforMed within their bwn,narrower

framework. In either case, these are quantitative analyses:vhose intent is

to: proVide a Criterion-or standard for decisionmaking in order to rationally

and bOtimally-allocate a.given set of scarce resources among competing

ends.

In several studies reviewed during this design effort, the terms cost

benefit (benefit cost) and cost effectiveness appear to be used interchange-

abli. However,' some writers make a distinction: cost benefit analyses

treat monetary indices of program performance while cost effectiveness

analyses are more general and may have either monetary or nonmonetary

indices of performance. With respect to the design of the;t1B/ETS evaluation,

we will use the term cost benefit analysis to refer to an analysis of

increases in incomes resulting from additional educational experiences;

cost effectiveness analyses refer to the relationships between program

costs and measures of program effectiveness such as high school graduation

rates and postsecondary enrollment and retention rates.

In order to assist in the development of any subsequent benefit analyses

using the data obtained in this study, a brief review of existing literature

of cost benefit analyses of educational and training was conducted. This

review was organized around the following topics: methodological issues,

existing studies of educational programs for the disadvantaged, treatment

of principal issues for UB/ETS cost benefit analysis, and limitations of

existing studies with respect to the requirements for UB/ETS cost benefit

analysis..
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II. METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

Prest and Turvey (1965) in their survey of cost benefit analysis,

outline the general principles of cost benefit analysis:

a) Which costs and which benefits should be included?

b) How are they to be valued?

c) At what interest rate are they to be discounted?

d) What are the relevant constraints?

Each of these principles is discussed in detail and applications of cost

benefit analysis to particular types of projects, including education, are

presented.

Several surveys of the methodological issues of cost benefit analysis

as applied to analyzing education and training investments are available.

These include Warmbrod's (1968) and Stromsdorfer's (1972) surveys of studies

of vocational and technical education, Hardin's (1969) review of occupational

training prc:zrams and Nay, et al's. (1973) and Goldstein's (1972) reviews.

In revic!miAg the application of cost benefit analysis to manpower

programs, both hardin (1969) and Cain and Hollister (1969) indicate that

these measures may be developed from at least three different viewpoints--

society as a whole, the individual trainee, and the government as an organ-

ization. However, they point out the difficulties of measuring costs and

benefits from the government's viewpoint'and argue against this application

of benefit cost analysis. Stromsdorfer (1969, p. 157) agrees, stating that

if a program pays off from a social point of view, tax rates can be appro-

priately adjusted to make it pay off for any given governmental unit.

Davie (1967, pp. 310-311) lists the benefits and costs to both society

and the individual fram participating in education and in general and

vocational education in particular. The principal elements to be noted for

the UB/ETS evaluation design are that social benefits are measured primarily

in terms of additional earnings gross of taxes while the individual's

benefits are measured primarily in terms of increased earnings after taxes,

and that costs to society are measured net of transfer payments. Further

illustrations of differences in measures of costs and benefits from society's

and the individual program participants' viewpoint are provided by Nay et

al. (1973).
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In order to use the results of cost benefit analysis in program

decisionmaking, an investment criterion must be specified. Stramsdorfer

et al. (1971) list six such criteria: benefit and cost differentials,

payback period, net expected present value, cost benefit ratio, expected

annual net benefit, and expected internal rate of return.

There has been considerable confusion ir the literature and practice

of cost benefit analysis over what constitutes the "correct" investment

criterion. Most of this is related to confusion between specification of

quantity to be maximized (the maximand) as distinct from the criterion to

achieve the goal of the maximand. Since cost benefit analysis is an eco-

nomic efficiency concept, the correct maximand is the net present value of

benefits. Depending on the nature of the constraints present in the analysis,

any of the last four criteria listed above may achieve this maximand, with

neither of the criteria theoretically correct for all investment situations.

For most educational investments, since there is capital rationing or a

budget constraint in the sense that an individual may not be able tp mierticipate

in a wide range of. alternatives, Stromsdorfer et al. (1971) regommen1 that

the benefit cost=atio be used as the proper investment criterton-

A consideraHle amount of controversy exists over the use of =last

:benefit analysia.__Lbr interprogram comparisons. For example, in:ccamparing

manpower programs, it has been stated that cost benefit analyses are inappropriate

since the prograus serve a different clientele, program goals differ and

services provided differ in length of time and in kind.

However,.Barth (1972, p. 6) argues to the contrary. He states that

manpower program goals do not really differ, even if they did, through cost

benefit analysis one can determine how efficient various programs are in

achieving separate.purposes. Furthermore, he points out that, since an

appropriately designed cost benefit analysis measures changes in outcomes

(compared to some "control" group) and not outcome, it is appropriate to

use the results of interprogram comparisons.

Because of the effects of discounting over long time periods, problems

will exist in using cost benefit studies in comparing programs serving

persons of different ages. Since this situation does not apply to UB or

ETS programs, it seems appropriate to use the results of the cost benefit

analysis as one measure of interprogram camparison.
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Finally, Nay et al. (1973) point out that extensive variations of

benefits and costs occur within federal manpower training programs. A

ran6.., of 1.8 to 2.3 for cost benefit rates for MDTA institutional training

projects has been reported. Much of this information is lost by working

with gross averages. In order to provide an appropriate basis for pro-

gram improvement, data on this interprogram variation must be available.

Only through this procedure can the reasons for success of certain projects

be determined and this knowledge transferred to other projects within the

program.,

III. TYPICAL STUDIES

There have been-tour previous cost benefit studies of the UB program;

similar studies for ETS were not uncovered during this literature revie=.

Thefirst, preliminarff analysis of-UB was performed by Segal (1967).

Beceeaseraily early data ware_available on the actual success of the prognam

at :dae :time this analysis;vms undertaken, Segal's:results shauld be interpreted

asrenly tentative. Based on various broad, general assumptians her resuas

indi-1-=ted benefit cost ratios to society ranging from 1.65 to 2.77 usingza

3 percent disdount rate and from 0.95 to 1.74 when discounted at 5 percent.

Freeman and Bailey (1968) restricted their cost data to the Upward Bound

program at Bowdoin College. They concluded that the UB program (at least

in its sex-race composition at that time) was not feasible on strict economic

efficiency grounds if the appropriateinterest rate is deemed to be 8

percent or greater. Since at the time of their study a large number of UB

students were still enrolled in high school, they concluded that the pro-

gram might be feasible at a 5 percent or lower discount rate if a sufficiently

large percent of participants enrolled in and completed their college

education.

The Resource Managenemt Corporation Study (1969) indicated considerably

higher benefit cost ratios-than either of the previous studies: 4.8 at a

5 percent discount ratio, 3.4 at 8 percent and 2.6 at 10 percent. Unfor-

tunately, the report of the benefit cost analysis was so brief that it is

difficult to completely understand the procedures used to question some of

the implied assumptions. 4 7
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The most comprehensive cost benefit analysis of the Upward Bound

program has been reported by Garms (1969, 1971). Using older siblings of

the same sex as a control group, Garms analyzed private, social, and govern-

ment benefits and costs of the Upward Bound program for the four White-non-

White male-female race-sex combinations. Private net benefits were shown

to be positive for all four race-sex combinations at discount rates of 5

and 10 percent. Social net benefits were positive at the 5 percent dis-

count rate, but negative at the 10 percent rate. Therefore, Garms concluded

that from an economic viewpoint, Upward Bound was at best a marginal pro-

gragtd and tbast justification _for its continued existence must be sought in

presumedlbenefits not accounted-Tzar in his study.

Evie.inre of the continuing:dithate over the appropriate rate to dis-

countsociai benefits appears in the exchange between Christoffel and Celio

(1973) andJUarms (1973) concernim the use of a 10 percent rate. Christoffel

and_Calio:contand that the 10 pernent rate is too high in that it includes

an unreasonahle increment for risi4 Garms contents that a 10_-__percent rate

is not-unreasonably high. From a review of cost benefit analyses of other

educational...and training programs:and from the fact that the U.S. Office of

Management and Budget in Circular A-94, recommends a 10 percent rate for

discounting the benefits of social programs, it appears that Garm's choice

of 5 and 10 percent rates was appropriate.

Turning to cost benefit analyses of programs similar to UB/ETS, an

evaluation of the Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) was reviewed. The objec-

tive of the in-school and summer NYC programs.is to further the educational

attainment and improve the performance of new entrants into the labor

force. Although the program does not focus on improving college enrollment

and retention rates of its participants, to the extent that 'NYC increases

high school graduation rates, opportunities for postsecondary educational

experiences may-be_7_Improved. Stramsdorfer (In Somers, et al., 1969) esti-

mated the following measures of education benefits for NYC participants:

probability of high school graduation, years of high school completed,

probability of attending college, and probability of attending any post-
)secondary institution.

He found that the NYC program had a positive and relatively large

effect on the probability of college attendance or other postsecondary

4 8
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education for those NYC participants who graduate from high school. The

evidence suggested that the higher earnings due to NYC participation may

have been partly responsible for enrollment in further education. When the

sample of participants was classified into various race-sex groups, the

program's effects on. attftdance in college or other postsecondary educa-

tional institutions appeared to be strongest for Whites, Mexican Americans,

and for males of all races.

Although a benefit_:cost analysis of the effects of this additional

education was not undertaken, average costs of NYC program participation

were reported. These-were reported for combined in-school and summer

enrollment as follows: -social costs-$402; Federal government costs--$313;

and private costs--$834. In order to place these results into appropriate

perspective, more thorough comparison of the costs and educational benefits

of the UB/ETS and NYC-programs should be conducted during the UB/ETS evaluation

study.

IV. TREATMENT OF PRINCIPAL ISSUES IN UPWARD BOUND/

EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Several studies in the literature have reported methodologically

appropriate cost benefit analyses of educational pfpgrams with tabain

factors common to tite UB/ETS evaluation. Becker (1964) and Hines, et al.

(1970) have all reported social and private rates of return to varkous

levels of schooling.

Each of these authors developed age-earnings profiles for various age-

sex-educational attainment groups from data collected during the Census of

Population. Miller (1966) has developed estimates of lifetime earnings by

years of school, race, occupation, and region of residence, a data source

that might also prove useful fiir the UB/ETS cost benefit analyses.

Turning to the basic orientation underlying efforts to improve condi-

tions to the disadvantaged during the first half of the 1960's, many policy-

makers supported the contention that public education and, to a somewhat

lesser extent, institutional training were probably the most effective

instruments for combating poverty. However, more recent empirical research--

much of it using microdata--strongly challenges the conventional wisdom

4 9
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that links non-White Tuoverty impartinular to inadequatel3rograms in

education, health, and other forms of investment in human.

This recently auallable evidenceHsuggeats that programs tha=focus on

the supply" side of.7the labor market may be of only marginal ef=''Uciency.

These data further indicate that, as a shortterm:antipoverty ptaicy instru-
.

ment, education without an availability of jobs that utilize aniE:reward the

capabilities of disadvantaged workers is unlikely to have much iimpact. In

other words, 'a complete and effective set ofantipoverty policy ihastruments

should focus on both the demand and supplysides of the labor:mania:Ent.

Of particular note with respect to issues raised:in the dims:ftn of an

evaluation of Upward Bound and:Eaucational TalentSearch is a-nznemt study

by Harrison (1972) that focuseson 'the relationships between &lunation,

employment,.and income for ghetto areas of 10 cities. Harrisoirrfound that

education may help both Whites and non-Whites to move into what:rare nationally

considered to be more prestigious positions. But, once there, the non-

Whites find themselves underemployed again, receiving earnings hardly above

the levels enjoyed in the previous position, and facing the:same tspects-.

tions of unemployment as before. Far gbatto Whittmol, on the other IIAMa, the

occupational mobility faoirttated by education .213.=mmslated,Anto71sub,-

stantially higher earnings and significantly .lowerisks of joblessness..

The:Tolicy Implications of:thts and_ other simi2ar studies aze.-nzaa-

tively clear. Although educational,przsgramsforthiv:Aisadvantage&suCh_as

UB and ETS may provide increased educational opportunity for participants,

subsequent Improvements In employment and earningsTare not necessarily

equal for participants of various ethnic groups. Additional poIICIes

focusing more on the demand:for labor fur UB and ETSpardzipants,:imay he

necessary to improve their economic condition and thushreak the cycle_of

poverty.

Finally, with respect to estimating a cost of UB and ETS programs with

different emphases, a recent study of Hardin and Borus (1969) of costs of

training programs in Michigan is of.interest. tost functions relating

.program instructional and adtinistrative costs to length of course and

total classroom hours were estimated by multiple linear ,regression pro-

cedures. Social and private cost benefit ratios were developed and pre-

sented for four categories of classroom hours per trainee under'a variety

5 0
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of assumptions concerning discount rates and time periods over which

benefits were discounted.

V. LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING COST BENEFIT STUDIES

As indicated in the introduction to this section of the literature

review the overall methodological approach of the cost benefit studies

reviewed has been generally accepted and is considered to be appropriate.

Certain problems continue, however, with measurements of costs and benefits,

particularly when these are measured from the social viewpoint, All cost

benefit analyses are incomplete in this respect to varying degrees and this

factor should always be considered when using results of these studies in

analyzing policy alternatives.

However, there are two specific limitations of a number of cost benefit

analyses a educational programs, shortcomings that can be alleviated to

varying degrees if appropriate data are available. These limitations are

concerned with the amission or inadequate consideration of educational

quality and student ability in estimating returns to education. Recent

efforts _have focused on adjusting estimates of educational returns for

these factors, as indicated by the studies reviewed below.

Johnson and Stafford (1973) estimated social rates of return to bath

quantity and quality of schooling, with quality measured by annual per

pupil costs of elementary and secondary education. The authors concluded

that, although school quality influences earnings, the introduction of

quality in-a simple earnings model does not alter the effect of years of

schooling in an important,way. As a consequence, the authors concludethat

previous studies that have estimated the return to years of schooling have

probably not been subject to bias on this account.

However, the Johnson and Stafford study contains several, possibly

serious, shortcomings. In addition to the fact that quality is imperfectly

measured by expenditures, no estimates of differences in college quality

are included in the model. Estimated earnings profiles for higher education

levels are simple proportional upward shifts of the profiles for lower

educational levels; the effects Of student ability are also ignored.
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Solmon (1973) and Wales (1973) have examined the relationships between

earnings and college quality, using an approach and data sources that

overcome the limitations of the Johnson and Stafford study. Solmon iden-

tified two distinct measures of college quality: peer group effects,

measured by average SAT scores of entering freshmen, and faculty quality,

measured by average faculty salary and a subjective measure of school

quality termed the Gourman index.

Working with sample data from the upper half of the IQ distribution,

Solmon concluded that college quality has increasing impacts on earnings

over time, that is the income elasticity of quality is not statistically

significant in the initial year of employment and is greater after 20 years

than after 7 years._ College quality appeared to have a greater impact on

inccimes.for high ability students than for low ability students. When

earnings functions were estimated for the sample divided into IQ quartiles,

the coefficient on college quality rose steadily between the second lowest

IQ quartiles and the highest quartile; .hcmever, the lowest quartile was

affected by quality almost as much as the highest.

Working.with the same sample data and using the Gourman index as a

measure of college quality, Wales also found a significant relationship

between.earnings and quality of college attended. Earnings of individuals

in the top fifth of the undergraduate school quality distribution and in

the top two-fifths,of the graduate distribution are significantly and

substantially higher than earnings of others. However, the author points

out that it is unclear to what extent the quality variable is reflecting

educational quality as opposed to individual scholastic abilities, as

measured in terms of selection to entrance to college.

Turning to problems of omitting a measure of ability in explaining

earnings differentials, it is well known that if education and ability are

positively assOciated, then a measure of the contribution of education.to

income (or earnings) that ignores the ability variable will be bilsed

upward. A variety of studies that attempt to adjust for this bias have

been published over the past 10 years, many of which are reviewed in Wolfle

(forthcoming). Many of these studies suffer from one or more of these

problems: poor measures of education and ability, inadequate sample size,

improper statistical technique, or too specialized a sample from which to

form generalizations. 5 2



However, several studies have recently appeared that are not subject

to most of these criticisms, three of which are briefly reviewed below. At

least part of each of these three studies uses a sample of World War II

veterans and scores on,the Armed Forces Qualifying Test are available for

all members of the samples. Individuals in this sample have been resur-

veyed since their discharge from the Armed Forces in order to obtain

follow-up data on'their subsequent earnings and employment experience.

Griliches and Mason (1972) concluded that there appears to be support

for the conclusion of strong economic and statistical significance of schooling

on the explanation of observed differences in income. Their results indicated

a relatively low independent contribution of measured ability. HoWever, these

results may be criticized on the grounds that the authors did not attempt

to discern any interactions among the various determinants of income.

Hause,(1970) attempted to overcome this shortcoming and sought inter-

action-effects with the same body of data by running separate regressions

within schooling levels and alSo be looking at cross-product terms for the

pooled sample. Despite multicollinearity among the variables measuring the

' determinants of earnings, the coefficient on the interaction terms' was

positive and significant; which supported the hypothesis that measured

ability and educational attainment are significantly complementary.

Critical of both Griliches and Mason's, and Hause's measures of ability,

Taubman and Wales (1973) estimated earnings functions with a measure of

mathematical. ability rather thaniIQ. They concluded that mathematical

ability, not IQ, is indeed as important as education in explaining the

range of earnings. The bias when ability was omitted was approximately 30

percent to 35 percent at various educational levels for mathematical ability

and only 9 percent for other types of mental abilitY.

From the evidence reviewed above, it is apparent that current inter-

pretations of he relationships between earnings, ability, schooling, and

various sociodemographic factors exhibit a wide range of variation. Since

no follow-up data on earnings and other measures of postschooling employ-

ment experience will be available for the Upward Bound/Educational Talent

Search evaluation, it will not be possible to employ the types of analysis

techniques reviewed above to estimate returns to additional education for

program participints. However, the results of these studies will be reviewed

5 3
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in further detail in order to develop first-order adjustments to earnings

differentials in order to reflect returns to additional education net of

these intervening factors.
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